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Amidst the seamless Victorian splendour of Liverpool’s William Brown Street is 
the city’s Central Library, reopened on 17 May 2013 after a two year refurbishment 
costing £55 million. Perhaps it’s an understatement to describe the project as a 
refurbishment: the library’s dreary and inhospitable postwar extension has been 
demolished and replaced by a glamorous-looking wing of five new floors; historic 
spaces such as the Picton Reading Room, Hornby Library, and Oak Room have 
been restored; and the kind of facilities that distract people from reading in the 
first place, from a cafe and rooftop terrace to a Game Zone, have been installed. 
Revealing nothing of what lies inside, the brushed-up sandstone facade announces 
pretty much business as usual. But once you cross the threshold the overwhelming 
impression is that Liverpool Central Library is geared for a consumer experience 
as opposed to inviting readers to browse the books on its shelves.  

No sooner has the visitor walked through the 
front doors than they are confronted with the 
library as a resolutely twenty-first-century 
institution. The foyer is a space that wouldn’t 
look amiss on a cruise liner or in a branch of 
John Lewis: the bright atrium, around which 
are wrapped five floors of books, computers 
and colourful so# furnishings, vanishes into 
a skewed glass dome that the eye fails to bring 
into focus. The cafe can be found bubbling 
away on the le# under a huge floor-to-ceiling 
display of facts and figures in multi-coloured 
vinyl. ‘Central Library’ is a somewhat bland title 
for a public building whose ethos and vibe look 
beyond the functionality of a city’s largest library. 
Spanning the North of England from Newcastle 
to Birmingham, Liverpool’s is instead part of a 
family of Super-Libraries designed for a hyper-
consumerist and technologically-orgiastic age 
in which the reading habits of the general public 
frantically and fanatically follow the trends of 
the market. 

The Super-Library is a by-product of New 
Labour’s democratisation of knowledge and 
learning. In a way, the Ideas Store in Whitechapel, 
East London is its genesis, a building whose 
form and content were generated out of sound 
bites and spin. Needless to say the model didn’t 

proliferate with anything like the frequency 
intended by the brand consultants. At the dawn 
of the millennium, Whitechapel’s much lamented 
old public library – nicknamed ‘the University 
of the Ghe!o’ on account of the rich cultural 
history of its Jewish readers – was considered 
architecturally and culturally obsolescent. 
The cultural priorities of the age had shi#ed 
dramatically from the patient study of printed 
ma!er to a rapid succession of passive online 
infotainment sessions. Technology demanded 
its own space of worship: a coloured glass box 
with flexible interior spaces rather than portly 
rooms with crumbling paintwork were therefore 
very much the architectural order of the day. 
Open-plan glass buildings suggest bureaucratic 
transparency, oiling the relationship between 
those in power and the powerless without 
necessarily altering its terms. This is not so much 
a cultural shi# as a valorisation of market values 
and the surrender of cultural meaning to the 
profit margin.
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Like the city’s nineteenth-century forefathers 
who originally built the Picton Reading Room 
and surrounding neoclassical monuments, 
Central Library’s uncritical supporters bedazzled 
by its refurbishment might be inclined to think 
that Liverpool is a great city of learning. Built 
in proximity to courtyards rife with cholera, the 
buildings of Lime and William Brown Streets – or 
the ‘Cultural Quarter’, as tourist consultants have 
it – paved over extreme poverty and inequality, 
which are now echoed by the Coalition’s 
ideological programme of cuts to welfare and 
public services.

The roof-top terrace framing the gargantuan 
St. George’s Hall on the other side of the street 
is a dramatic moment in the experience of the 
Library. It is staged as if to suggest continuity 
between innovations past and present. 
Liverpool’s buildings are impressive symbols 
of its world historical status, and as with any 
important city architecture tells this story as 
an embodied experience by which the humble 
subject is elevated – if only for a moment or 
two – as a key player in the body politic. And so 
storytelling comes into its own as a kind of magic 
calculated to distract readers from the reality of 
their lives. Uncannily, then, the roof-top terrace 
is a mirror of some sort in that what has been 
described as a ‘monument to money’ 1 can be 
viewed from what is arguably a monument to 
money.

 

SUPERSIZING THE  
FUTURE
Bold plans for Liverpool Central Library were 
likely to have been in the o"ng for some time 
before the Financial Crisis. Yet, if the public 
and private funding that enabled the Library 
to rise again from its foundations identifies the 
project as the progeny of New Labour’s public-
private partnership revolution, a rebranding of 
the sterile-sounding but unashamed Private 
Finance Initiative (PFI), Liverpool City Council’s 
decision to close the libraries of Edge Hill, Great 
Homer Street, Larkhill, and Woolton adheres 
to the ruthless logic of austerity. The reopening 
of Liverpool Central Library may enable the 
council to claim they have spectacularly fulfilled 
the legal obligation to provide library services to 
taxpayers, yet the roll-call of dead community 
libraries exposes this as a lie. Furthermore, 
significantly reduced opening hours and 
increasingly empty shelves conform to some 
version of Thatcherite ‘managed decline’ in and 
through which administrative changes sound 
the death knell for other local libraries and 
widespread access to free books. Meanwhile 
people will now have to travel further and at 
increased cost (having to pay more is always too 
much if you’re poor) in order to access a facility 
that was once pre!y much on their doorstep. 
Still we are told that libraries increase life 
opportunities and quality of life itself.
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The withdrawal of services previously 
embedded in their communities signals the 
retreat of what Ken Loach in his most recent 
film called ‘the spirit of ‘45’, a postwar vision of 
an apparently benevolent and compassionate 
state out of which was created such treasured 
institutions as the National Health Service. 2  
Capitalism in general and financial capitalism 
in particular hold to the aggressive aim of 
reducing such functions of the state to the point 
of non-existence, handing over what was once 
publicly-owned to the capricious will of private 
finance. That right-wing administrations ably 
assist private interests is old news; the Coalition 
government takes this to a whole new level, of 
course, accelerating the privatisation of the 
state faster than even Thatcher could have 
dreamt. The reforming zeal of the Coalition, 
motivated by the necessity to reduce the deficit 
and streamline apparently ine"cient public 
services, rolls out the argument that without 
funding from non-public sources the building 
of new hospitals or libraries is untenable. Given 
that the economic nature of the PFI can hardly 
be characterised as the meeting of equals (a#er 
all, private and public are antithetical), the 
word ‘partnership’ is a misnomer concealing 
the drive towards inequality and privilege. Key 
to understanding the problem represented by 
the PFI is the law of profit to which the public 
is structurally susceptible for the duration of 
the debt. Like with domestic mortgages, the 
taxpayer confronts a long-term relationship 
whose material consequences have yet to be 
registered in everyday terms. The cycle of debt 
initiated by public-private partnerships tips the 
balance firmly in favour of the private, trapping 
hospitals and now libraries into decision-making 
practices that prioritise paying back the debt 
(with interest) over, say, the buying of books or 
the employment of nurses and purchasing of 
life-saving equipment. 3 Such legal obligations 
to for-profit enterprise engender a status quo 
that honours the financial contributions made 

by business by increasing its stake in public life. 
A familiar tendency emerges from this in which 
the very idea of public services becomes the 
target of sustained a!ack in political discourse. 
Free market ideologues make the case for further 
privatisation through appeals to common-sense 
ideas of entitlement on the basis of financial 
investment. As private contractors become 
more and more entrenched in our daily a$airs, 
over time we become immune to the long-
term damaging e$ects of this process. The now 
familiar warning issued in relation to the specter 
of a privatised NHS – once it’s gone, it’s gone – 
proves to be the catch-all phrase for a future that 
cannot be redeemed from privatisation overall.
 
The rise and rise of entrepreneurial culture 
shoves culture-for-its-own-sake down a deep 
ravine and lets it die there. Freedom for the 
imagination to roam as it pleases and not in the 
service of any end-oriented outcome is tolerated 
as an irksome pastime secondary (at most) to 
the reproduction of capital. Hence the Library’s 
‘Business and Intellectual Property Centre’, a 
weekly fixture in the calendar rather than an 
actual space, whereby the public can receive 
advice on their business and the law as it applies 
to creative and intellectual production. Despite 
their reinforcement of community values, a 
tendency towards which all libraries should be 
striving, such distributive practices as copyle#, 
Open Access publishing, and Creative Commons 
licensing are je!isoned if not entirely ignored in 
the name of competition. Copyright advances 
protectionism against a consumer identified 
as thieves and plagiarists. In the context of a 
public space historically devoted to the humane 
values of readers and cultural producers, the 
Business and Intellectual Property Centre is 
a discrete reminder of the extent to which the 
marketisation of the imagination is advocated by 
the Library’s private partner. More threateningly 
still, it discretely harbours the message that 
the imagination is coextensive with capitalist 
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property relations. What most visitors experiencing Liverpool Central Library for the first time 
undoubtedly called its Wow factor is another of the talismanic gi#s bequeathed by finance capitalists to 
a citizenry shu%ing through hallowed portals built on generations of debt. The imagination shrinks to 
architectural tricks of the eye and novelty facilities of the smoke-and-mirrors kind.

TO HELL WITH WOW
Once you walk in you look up into a sky that seems to hover above the glass dome. As your eyes ride down 
the floors following the curve of the atrium and its wooden lining, the sparkling lights blur your vision. 
You make a mental note of what each floor has to o$er and plan your visit accordingly. There are even 
verbal prompts to goad you on your journey: imagine, discover, enquire, meet – and in case you forgot 
what it was all about: read. Thrown in with words like ‘toilet’ and ‘information’, though, the language of 
dreaminess is somewhat deflated by thought of bodily functions and boring enquiries, proving just how 
insipid the good words really are. Still, before the age of consumerism those words meant something. 
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Nowadays, stuck to walls in coloured vinyl, language guides an insomniac public through the spaces 
of capitalist reverie. In the old days, hewn in stone above the doors of libraries and universities with a 
permanence only the end of the world could disrupt, the Latin ‘Fiat Lux’ - ‘Let there be light’ -  expressed 
the ethos of dispelling ignorance. Contemporary architecture and design embraces the sublime and the 
ridiculous, however, bludgeoning us into inspiration, as in Liverpool Central Library, with cliché a#er 
cliché churned out by tiresome rent-a-quotes seemingly energised by neoliberal orthodoxy. 4

As you consume this space (or are consumed by it), giddily excited at this jewel of a public building, you 
are likely to be standing in the middle of the luxurious space of the atrium, empty but for the escalator 
and staircases running at jaunty angles to the floors. The atrium is architectural common parlance, a 
space that provokes a sharp intake of breath at the wonder of sheer height. For the critic Owen Hatherley, 
the bright and airy atrium is the familiar centrepiece in the cheap populism of New Labour’s frenzy of 
urban redevelopment and its ‘accidental school of PFI architecture’. 5  The Library’s atrium is all mixed 
metaphors – architectural semantics straining for populist appeal. It is not so much that visitors have 
walked into a branch of John Lewis than they have entered a supersized internet cafe powered by Costa 
Co$ee. The juicy colours and full-wa!age lighting of the CBeebies generation children’s library spread 
into spaces designed largely for adults and the pursuit of serious reading and contemplation. Much the 
same can be said about levels of noise in the Library, though at least we are spared the piped music 
of Waterstone’s. While the dark wood and ornate ironwork of the Picton Reading Room encourages 
readers to immerse themselves in the fragrant old books lining its perimeter, architectural firm Austin-
Smith:Lord’s contemporary wing appears to have been designed as if reading is merely secondary to the 
tawdry experience of just being there.
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The atrium is a symbol of all that is vacuous 
about the contemporary public realm. It is 
literally a waste of space. The economics of the 
atrium give serious pause for thought: How 
many closed local libraries, for instance, would 
fit in it? How many books can be purchased 
with a di$erent design? How many library 
jobs? The Library of Babel conjured in the 
imagination of the Argentinian writer Jorge Luis 
Borges was undoubtedly awe-inspiring from an 
architectural point of view, but its design served 
rather than upstaged the limitless books stored 
on its eternal shelves. A rule of thumb should 
guarantee dazzling empty spaces on the proviso 
that the libraries buy books. Regre!ably, this rule 
was broken when hundreds if not thousands of 
books were sold o$ at rock-bo!om prices before 
the old Central Library closed for redevelopment. 
Reports filtered through on the bibliophilic 
grapevine of more drastic action if these books 
failed to sell, with stock being thrown into skips 
from a great height. Why didn’t they burn them? 
Between such acts of cultural vandalism and the 
empty space of the atrium lies the moral of the 
story, the proposed title of which is: Tales of woe 
amongst the empty shelves.

ONE-WAY TICKET 
TO OBLIVION
 
Libraries face the toughest dilemma of their 
lives: Are buildings full of books the most 
e"cient or even the most appealing way of 
distributing information and inspiring the 
masses? An answer is given resoundingly in the 
case of Liverpool Central Library and the newest 
addition to the Super-Library archipelago, The 
Library of Birmingham, a vast complex that 
opened in September 2013 on Centenary Square. 
The cost of replacing Birmingham’s unloved but 
iconic brutalist Central Library was a staggering 
£188 million. However, libraries cannot be built 
literally from the ground up again without 
an accompanying campaign justifying new 
economic concerns. Thus ‘Rewriting the Book’, 
an expression of the Super-Library ideology and 
a title whose cynicism is hard to surpass insofar 
as it has li!le to do with the actual remodelling of 
printed ma!er. This bookish metaphor questions 
the validity of libraries overall by reassessing 
the historical account of the institution and its 
increased reliance on technology and the global 
corporations supplying the so#ware. How far 
will ‘Rewriting the Book’ forge a future in which 
the humane objects of books are sidelined in the 
higher name of digital innovation for its own 
sake (or Microso#’s)? Nevertheless, the Library of 
Birmingham is proudly claimed to be a ‘People’s 
Palace’. 6  

Along with its Scouse cousin, the Library of 
Birmingham poses the question not only of 
what can be done about the closure of libraries 
but the thousands of years of surety and trust in 
the institution. Centralising library services and 
closing local branches enables revenue-strapped 
councils to release property portfolio for sale to 
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private bidders; buildings are then taken out of public ownership under the illusion that the increase 
in revenue from their sale secures the future of other public services. Birmingham City Council has not 
closed any local libraries, but the reduction of opening hours has inevitably upset many citizens. What 
is the real everyday cost of prioritising the construction of landmark facilities against what’s already 
meant to be on o$er beyond central districts? Claiming that the Library of Birmingham is for everyone is 
easy to say if you can a$ord to get there or can physically and psychologically make it to the entrance.  7

What response can there be to the dual demise of the library and community hub? An army of volunteer 
librarians is misguided in its generosity and disastrous for the workers. Operating under the guise of David 
Cameron’s Big Society, volunteerism undermines the library profession and justifies the further retreat 
of the state and its responsibility to provide employment in other areas of public life. This analysis takes 
on significant class and social dimensions in poor areas in which numbers of formally educated citizens 
are low and cultural opportunities scarce. As high profile writers such as Zadie Smith, Phillip Pullman 
and the Children’s Laureate Malorie Blackman recognised in their vociferous support of campaigns 
against local library closures, local libraries have acted as an infrastructural stopgap for generations of 
working class people unable to buy their own books regularly or access general information for their 
daily lives.  And with good reason, for without such spaces their formation as writers might never have 
happened. 8 How right they are to lament the idea that such opportunities will be denied the writers of 
the future: fewer accidental discoveries of texts, less quality time and space for homework, no cultural 
outlet on their doorstep. The impact of all this on children’s lives is incalculable and will decrease the 
number of bright minds and souls lit from within by the burning inspiration drawn from books. 

In the event that local government o$ers piecemeal support for community groups to sustain local library 
services in areas where councils have waved goodbye, there is likely to be only limited material and 
physical capacity for deprived communities to rebuild public services through sustainable volunteerism. 
We are faced with a survival-of-the-fi!est scenario in which only the middle classes or economically 
privileged retirees pick up the tab. The widespread assault on public services and state welfare invests 
supporters of social justice and free speech with a momentous task: formulating a solution to the idea 
of free libraries for all that doesn’t fall into the trap of undermining paid labour or of reproducing social 
privilege by circulating resources accrued from the private collections of generous bookworms.  

LOCALISING THE FUTURE
One a#ernoon I was browsing the section of books about Liverpool in Henry Bohn of London Road 
when a thin edition with scu$ed cream boards caught my a!ention: Athenæum, Liverpool – Author-List 
1892-1905. I was preparing to write this article and was chu$ed to have made contact with Liverpool’s 
venerable history of lending libraries. It was as if the document I was holding in my hands had been 
wrenched free from the history of the city’s oldest surviving gentleman’s club. Perhaps it wasn’t worth 
my a!ention; it was only an addendum to an existing catalogue a#er all. Yet its identity as a fragment, 
inserting itself in the timeframe indicated by the title, captivated me. Announced on one of the title 
pages was ‘Extract from resolution passed at Annual Meeting, 1855’. A fragment of a fragment you might 
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say: ‘Keeping always in view what was one of the primary objects of the Founders of the Institution, 
namely, the formation and progressive enlargement of a good library.’ The list was published in 1905. 
A typical statement u!ered by a patriarchal body from an age of philanthropy. I scanned the pages in 
the hope of finding editions that had slipped in against prevailing public mores, as if ‘progressive’ was 
not an archaism meaning increase in a thing but instead the nature of that thing. I imagined a forward-
thinking librarian stowing controversial texts amongst respectable editions in order to shock the club’s 
denizens. I wondered whether the copy of Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary might have been just this 
text – an incendiary novel in any age, but none more so than in a provincial city such as Liverpool at the 
turn of the twentieth century. The thought of that selfsame edition standing tall amongst the other, less 
notorious and canonical, texts in the library of the Athenæum today on Church Alley is mesmerising. 
A#er all that time, a#er two world wars, a#er the decimation of Liverpool as a global port, and over fi#y 
years since the Beatles opened their throats within walking distance on Mathew Street: have those pages 
been prised open even once?

The Athenæum Library is part of a history of private collections accessed by men of privilege and power. 
Since time immemorial, writes Alberto Manguel in The Library at Night, libraries have been established 
by such men to safeguard their memory in institutions bearing their name. 9  The history of libraries can 
be divided into two distinct categories: private collections celebrating their owners or public collections 
endowed by capitalists siphoning o$ their wealth along philanthropic lines. The dominant figure in 
the la!er regard is of course Andrew Carnegie, the Sco!ish-born billionaire who made his money in 
America and with this accumulated wealth built hundreds of libraries around the world. Manguel notes 
the contradiction of a man who mistreated his workers but who was nevertheless passionately intent 
on funding the construction of public libraries that have undoubtedly enriched countless lives. We 
should be under no illusion that Carnegie was a compassionate man who harboured guilt over ruthless 
wealth creation. It is disappointing if not unsurprising to learn that although Carnegie was inspired by 
his Sco!ish grandfather, a weaver who built a communal library for the use of his fellow workers, the 
shrewd capitalist was concerned more with funding the construction of the buildings than he was with 
providing money for books. Waving an imperious hand at the administrators of the libraries once they 
were built, Carnegie was short-sightedly focused on infrastructure of the bare bricked-kind and le# the 
nurturing of reading and learning to the cash-strapped workers of his global archipelago of libraries.

The relationship between capital and the institution of the library did not spring into existence during our 
current predicament. What distinguishes the present is the rapid channelling of capital through cultural 
institutions. Public libraries are therefore no longer endowed by narcissistic individuals but negotiated 
as we have seen under the PFI by the anonymous agents of finance capitalism. According to the Italian 
economist Christian Marazzi, the violence of financial capitalism lies in its ruthless conversion of all 
value into the law of profit. 10 The finance capitalist’s appetite for profit is voracious – no corner of 
the public service industry and indeed humanity is safe from its wild hunger. The debt and interest 
payments levied on the taxpayer for building the library are the foundations on which an entire ra# of 
ancillary contracts are piled, namely through general and larger-scale maintenance from the periodic 
replacement of fixtures and fi!ings to everyday cleaning. As the PFI sweeps throughout the land, the 
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more fragmented society becomes: people may work under the same roof but their working conditions 
and pay will di$er, with some tethered to private companies hostile to their human interests and others 
in receipt of the meagre protections a$orded to the public sector worker. Private funding of libraries is 
the gateway to the rich pickings of a state sub-contracted to within an inch of its life.

Time and again politicians remind voters of the functions that bind society while a!empting to shi# 
reliance for its structural sustainability onto finance capitalists. Talk of dreams and ambition and power 
and other such empty words in the discourse of young people and education are merely stepping-
stones on the path to becoming subjects of capital. Back in the day, libraries were spaces in which all of 
that could be le# behind. The ensnaring world of work dissolved as workers crossed magical portals of 
learning. They walked into freedom, albeit for an hour or two, and le# having revitalised their right to 
being subjects of desire. Once upon time kids could read once upon a time many times in books stored 
in a building just down their road. In days gone by elders shu%ed into warm rooms to leaf through the 
daily news. Way back when, the same people who stamped your library books when you were a teenager 
were still working there a#er you’d been to university. Please use the self-service checkouts. And then 
those bulky wooden doors closed for good and there was nobody to brush up leaves outside. Notices 
yellowed and curled on the windows. That big old red-bricked building has lain empty ever since, and 
with it countless ideas and dreams hollowed out. The enriching habit of visiting the library disappeared 
into the ether only for isolation to take hold. Dreams are merely a privatised bus ride away in town.
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Yet it doesn’t have to be like this. In any solution to the problem of the libraries cradles all our futures. 
The solution has to resist the violent onslaught of neoliberalism or we are somewhat doomed. This 
article’s critique of a!acks upon the state poses the question of the validity of the state overall. Perhaps 
we should adopt the anarcho-syndicalist line and lament not the death of the state. Nostalgia for the 
past is the problem: the spirit of ’45 cannot be revived. Investing hopes in the state leaves us open to 
the spiralling cycle of capitalist crises. We need to step out of that roller-coaster ride, shake o$ the 
vertigo, and guard ourselves against the next onslaught. Continually vulnerable to the desecration of 
the state and the depredations of profit-hunters chasing surplus value from their labour, the working 
class and now precariat must organise their lives as if capitalism no longer existed. Communities must 
be given the means with which to make this a reality: closed libraries must be bequeathed by councils 
to coalitions of the willing and opened up as Community Land Trusts, a burgeoning movement of 
non-profit organisations – some of which are also constituted as co-operatives – run by volunteers for 
community benefit. No other solution to volunteerism than the transferral of land and property is likely 
to exist.  

Newly revived local libraries must reboot the functions of their erstwhile incarnations by providing 
the spaces in which the public gathers to articulate their concerns in whatever form desired. Libraries 
must encourage active rather than passive encounters between people. 11 Located somewhere on the 
spectrum between ‘insurgent public space’ and the ‘citizens’ agora’ 12, such libraries would become spaces 
in which anti-capitalist resistance would flourish; in which those a!acked by inequality and poverty 
under neoliberalism forge campaigns against the Bedroom Tax, for example, and agitate for stronger 
rights for tenants and workers; in which to argue, discuss, foment, and stoke passion to constructive and 
a"rmative ends for all. The key phrase here is indeed ‘for all’: economic campaigns must be aligned with 
social justice campaigning against homophobia, transphobia, racism, and misogyny, to name but a few 
of the continued threats to an individual’s humanity. The imagination cannot roam free until prejudice 
and discrimination are eliminated for good. All talk of community is bunkum unless the community 
supports its own expansion by welcoming and working alongside diverse others.  

The library of the future will not glisten. It will beat the robust rhythm of real life and the struggles and 
desires of real people. 
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Public Space’, in Beyond Zucco!i Park, ed. by Ron Shi$man and others (Oakland, CA: New Village 
Press, 2012). For commentary on the citizens’ agora and renewals of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s social 
contract, see Andy Merrifield, ‘Citizens’ Agora: The New Urban Question’, Radical Philosophy, 179 
(2013) <h!p://www.radicalphilosophy.com/commentary/citizens-agora> [accessed 15 October 
2013].
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Elsie Howey Free Press is a radical publishing house operating on mutual aid without funding or 
income in the cradle of Rose Howey Housing Co-operative, Toxteth, Liverpool. Broadly speaking, 
its editorial concern is to reflect on global capitalism in local contexts, diversify forms of radical 
critique, describe pa!erns of alternative living, and distribute all content free under the guiding light 
of copyle# philosophy. Elsie Howey Free Press has an editorial collective and in-house designer. They 
run on very limited resources, but run as fast as possible nevertheless. All contributing editors will 
o$er constructive guidance and support for work submi!ed; in return they ask for rigour and quality 
from contributors. 

‘The Jewel Without a Crown’, wri!en by The Dead Le!er O"ce and designed by RAD Liverpool, is the 
inaugural publication of Elsie Howey Free Press.
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Amidst the seamless Victorian splendour of Liverpool’s William Brown Street is the city’s Central 
Library, reopened on 17 May 2013 after a two year refurbishment costing £55 million. Perhaps it’s 
an understatement to describe the project as a refurbishment: the library’s dreary and inhospitable 
postwar extension has been demolished and replaced by a glamorous-looking wing of five new 
floors; historic spaces such as the Picton Reading Room, Hornby Library, and Oak Room have been 
restored; and the kind of facilities that distract people from reading in the first place, from a cafe 
and rooftop terrace to a Game Zone, have been installed. Revealing nothing of what lies inside, the 
brushed-up sandstone facade announces pretty much business as usual. But once you cross the 
threshold the overwhelming impression is that Liverpool Central Library is geared for a consumer 
experience as opposed to inviting readers to browse the books on its shelves.  

www.howlingfreepress.org.uk


